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The singularities of the nonnegative square root of the fourth derivative operator
Au=u(4)( } ) are studied.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
G. Chen and D. L. Russell [4] and A. V. Balakrishnan [1, 2], propose
a class of mathematical models for elastic systems with structural damping
2u
t2
+Au+rA12
u
t
=0, (1.1)
where A is a nonnegative, selfadjoint differential operator and A12 the
square root of A. There has been a lot of work treating the behavior of
system (1.1), S. Chen and R. Triggiani [57], F. L. Huang [8], and so on.
In order that system (1.1) admits an appropriate physical meaning,
however, it is necessary to understand the structure of A12. This problem
is generally non-trivial. V. Barbu in [3, p. 333] pointed out that, ‘‘the
operator A12 is hard to describe in elementary terms, even in a linear case.’’
D. L. Russell [9] made the initial contribution to this problem. A. V.
Balakrishnan [1, 2] computed the explicit expression of A12 partially for
the second and fourth derivative operators. The author and his co-worker,
D. X. Feng [11, 12] treated a general structure of A12 which followed D. L.
Russell [9]. In general, A12 has the following expression [11, Theorem 2.2]
A12=QB, (1.2)
where B is a differential operator and Q an integral operator with a singular
kernel.
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The main results in this paper treat the problem where the singularities
of Q may appear and what the order of them may be for the special case
where A is the fourth derivative operator
Au=u(4)( } ) (1.3)
with a variety of boundary conditions.
Let l>0 and A be the fourth derivative operator on L2(0, l ), defined by
(1.3), with domain D(A)/H4(0, l ). The inner product in L2(0, l ) is
(u, v)=|
l
0
u(x) v(x) dx, \u, v # L2(0, l ).
Assume D(A) is such that A is selfadjoint. Integration by parts yields
(Au, v)=|
l
0
u(4)(x) v(x) dx
=(u$$$(x) v(x)&u"(x) v$(x))| l0+|
l
0
u"(x) v"(x) dx, \u, v # D(A).
(1.4)
Specializing (Au, u), A is seen to be nonnegative if
(u$$$(x) u(x)&u"(x) u$(x))| l00, u # D(A). (1.5)
In particular, A is said to have SDE (strictly distributed energy [9])
boundary conditions if
(u$$$(x) u(x)&u"(x) u$(x))| l0=0, u # D(A). (1.6)
When (1.6) hold, the system energy becomes
1
2 |
l
0 \\
u
t+
2
+\
2u
x2+
2
+ dx.
To deal with the structure of A12, we introduce the notion of the positive
boundary space presented in [11]. Let B be the linear differential operator
on L2(0, l ), defined by
D(B)=H2(0, l), Bu=&u"( } ). (1.7)
Relations (1.4) and (1.5) give
(A., .)&B.&2, \. # D(A).
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Let H + be a Hilbert space with the inner product ( } , } )+ and the induced
norm & }&+ . If there is a bounded nonnegative selfadjoint operator
#: H +  H
+
 and a mapping 1 : D(A
12)  H + such that
(., A,)&(B., B,)=(#1., 1,)+ , \., , # D(A), (1.8)
then we say that (H + , #, 1) is a positive boundary space of A corresponding
to B.
We suppose that the conditions (1.5) hold for all u # D(A) throughout
this paper.
First, we have the following
Theorem 1.1. Let A be a nonnegative selfadjoint operator defined by (1.3).
Then there is a positive boundary space (H + , #, 1 ) of A corresponding to the
second derivative operator B, where H + =C
4, #: C4  C4 is a nonnegative
selfadjoint, and 1 D(A12)  C4 a mapping. A12 admits the form of
A12u(x)=(#121 u, F(x))+
+|
l
0
P(x, y) u"( y) dy&u"(x), \u # D(A12), 0<x<l, (1.9)
where F(x) # C4 for all 0<x<l are defined by
F(x)=(A12f1 , A12f2 , A12f3 , A12f4),
fi # D(A12) are third order polynomials independent of u # D(A12), and
P( } , } ) is an infinitely differentiable function on (0, l )_(0, l ) such that
|
l
0
|
l
0
x(l&x) |P(x, y)|2 dy dx<+. (1.10)
If A has SDE boundary conditions, we can get some further information
on the kernel P( } , } ). To show this, we introduce the notion of the dual
boundary condition operator A of A. The notion is first introduced in [9]
and thoroughly discussed in [12]. The operator A on L2(0, l ) is defined by
D(A )=[u | u # H4(0, l ), L(u, v)=0, \v # D(A)], A u=u(4)( } ),
where L( } , } ) is a bilinear form, defined by
L(u, v)=(u$$$(x) v"(x)&u"(x) v$$$(x)&u$(x) v(x)+u(x) v$(x))| l0 ,
\u, v # H4(0, l ).
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Here the duality means a relationship between the boundary conditions,
not related to any inner product. For instance, if A is the fourth derivative
operator with clamped boundary conditions (see [12, Example 3.1])
u(0)=u(l )=u$(0)=u$(l ), (1.11)
then A is the fourth derivative operator with free boundary conditions
u"(0)=u$$$(0)=u"(l )=u$$$(l )=0. (1.12)
By [12], A is selfadjoint and A has SDE boundary conditions if and only
if A has SDE boundary conditions.
Let A be the fourth derivative operator with SDE boundary conditions.
Then (1.4), (1.6), and (1.8) imply the nonnegative operator,
#=0. (1.13)
It follows from Theorem 1.1 and (1.13) that
A12u(x)=|
l
0
P(x, y) u"( y) dy&u"(x), \u # D(A12), 0<x<l,
(1.14)
where P( } , } ) is infinitely differentiable on (0, l )_(0, l ) such that (1.10)
holds. The following result then gives the relationship between the kernel
functions for A12 and A 12.
Theorem 1.2. Let A be a nonnegative selfadjoint operator defined by (1.3)
and have SDE boundary conditions. Let A be the dual boundary condition
operator of A. Then
A 12u(x)=|
l
0
P( y, x) u"( y) dy&u"(x), \u # D(A 12), 0<x<l,
(1.15)
where P( } , } ) is defined in (1.14). Furthermore, applying Theorem 1.1 to A 12,
we have
|
l
0
|
l
0
y(l& y) |P(x, y)|2 dx dy<. (1.16)
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2. THE PROOF OF THE RESULTS
Let A be nonnegative selfadjoint defined by (1.3) and the conditions
(1.5) hold for all u # D(A). First, we show the exisitence of a positive
boundary space (C4, #, 1 ) of A corresponding to the second derivative
operator B.
Set
N=[. | . # H8(0, l ), .(8)+.=0], (2.1)
H 40(0, l )=[u | u, u$, u", u
(3), u(4) # L2(0, l), u( j )(0)=u( j )(l )=0,
j=0, 1, 2, 3]. (2.2)
By [12, Theorem 2.1], there are linearly independent elements ,1 , ,2 , ,3 ,
,4 in N such that
D(A)={u } u=u0+ :
4
j=1
:j,j , u0 # H 40(0, l ), : j # C, 1 j 4= , (2.3)
and, for any u # D(A), the expression u=u0+4j=1 : j ,j is unique.
For any :, ; # C4, define a bilinear form C( } , } ) on C 4 by
C(:, ;)=\ :
4
j=1
:j ,j , A :
4
j=1
; j,j+&\B :
4
j=1
:j ,j , B :
4
j=1
;j, j+ . (2.4)
It is easily verified from (1.4) and (1.5) that C( } , } ) is a symmetrical, non-
negative bilinear form on C4 so that there is a nonnegative symmetrical
operator # on C4 such that
C(:, ;)=(#:, ;)+ , \:, ; # C
4, (2.5)
where ( } , } )+ is the usual inner product on C
4.
For any : # C4, we decompose : into a direct sum
:=:0+:+ in C4, (2.6)
where :0 is in the zero space of # and :+ in the range space of #. We define
the mapping 1 : D(A)  C4 by
1u=:+ , (2.7)
where u # D(A) and : # C4 is such that
u=u0+ :
4
j=1
: j ,j . (2.8)
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We therefore have, from (1.4) and (2.4)(2.8),
(u, Av)&(Bu, Bv)=(u$$$(x) v(x)&u"(x) v$(x))| l0
=\ :
4
j=1
:j ,j$$$ :
4
j=1
; j, j& :
4
j=1
:j, j" :
4
j=1
; j,$j+}
l
0
=\ :
4
j=1
:j ,j , A :
4
j=1
;j,j+&\B :
4
j=1
:j,j , B :
4
j=1
;j,j+
=(#:, ;)+=(#:+ , ;+)+
=(#1u, 1v)+ , \u, v # D(A), (2.9)
where v=v0+4j=1 ; j,j , v0 # H
4
0(0, l ). Since 1u # R(#), the range of #, for
all u # D(A), (2.9) also shows that we may extend the domain of 1 to
D(A12) from D(A) so that (C4, #, 1 ) is a positive boundary space of A
corresponding to the second derivative operator B.
We now need several lemmas in preparation for the proofs of Theorem
1.1 and Theorem 1.2.
It is well known that the spectrum of A consists of eigenvalues
0*1*2 } } } *n*n+1 } } }
with limn   *n=+, where the multiple eigenvalues are listed according
to their algebraic multiplicities. There are real functions [.n( } )] in L2(0, l )
which form an orthonormal basis of L2(0, l ) such that
A.n=*n .n , n=1, 2, 3, ... .
Let k be the nonnegative integer such that
*j=0 if jk; *j>0 if jk+1.
If A is positive, then k=0. Solving . (4)n &*n.n=0 readily yields
.n(x)=ane|nx+bne&|nx+cn sin |nx+dn cos |nx, \nk+1, 0xl,
(2.10)
where |n=*14n and an , bn , cn , dn are real numbers for all nk+1. Set
gn=
1
|2n
1.n , n( } )=&
1
|2n
."n( } ), n=k+1, k+2, ... .
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From [11]
{\#
12gn
n + } nk+1= (2.11)
is an orthonormal basis of the closed subspace M0 of C
4_L2(0, l ), where
M0={\#
121u
&u" + | u # D(A12)= .
Proposition 2.1. Let A be nonnegative selfadjoint defined by (1, 3) and
the conditions (1.5) hold for all u # D(A). Then
(i) D(A14)/H 1(0, l ) and there is a constant $1 such that
&A14u&$1 &u$&, \u # D(A14) & R(A), (2.12)
where R(A) is the range of A.
(ii) D(A34)/H 3(0, l ) and there is a constant $2 such that
&A34u&$2 &u$$$&, \u # D(A34). (2.13)
Proof. Without loss of generality we suppose that A is positive.
Consider the operator DA&14 on L2(0, l ), where D is the first derivative
operator with domain H1(0, l ). Let un # D(DA&14) be such that
un  u0 , n   in L2(0, l ); (2.14)
DA&14un  v0 n   in L2(0, l ), (2.15)
where u0 and v0 are in L2(0, l). Since A&14 is compact on L2(0, l ), we have,
from (2.14),
A&14un  A&14u0 , n   in L2(0, l ). (2.16)
It follows from (2.15) and (2.16) that, in fact,
A&14un  A&14u0 , n   in H1(0, L). (2.17)
Since D is closed, (2.15) and (2.17) yield that DA&14 is closed so that
inequality (2.12) follows from the closed graph theorem. The same
argument applied to D3A&34 gives inequality (2.13), where D3 is the third
derivative operator with domain H3(0, l ). K
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Lemma 2.1. (i) n=k+1 &#
12gn&2+<+.
(ii) There are constant vectors :0 , :1 in C4 such that
& :

n=k+1
gnn(x)=6:0 x+2:1 , 0<x<l.
(iii) There are first order polynomials S i= pix+qi , i=1, 2, such that
u=(u, 1) S1+(xu, 1)S2+ :

n=k+1
(u, n)n , \u # L2(0, l ).
Proof. (i) Relation (2.11) yields
" :

n=k+1
:n#12gn"
2
+
" :

n=k+1
:n \#
12gn
n +"
2
= :

n=k+1
|:n |2<+,
\[:n] # l 2.
Since dim C4=4, we have (i).
(ii) Set
Y0={. }. # L2(0, l ), |
l
0
.(x) dx=|
l
0
x.(x) dx=0= .
Since H 40(0, l )/D(A) and H
4
0(0, l ) is dense in H
2
0(0, l) in the norm &.&2H2(0, l )
=&.&2+&."&2, we have H 20(0, l)/D(A
12). By [11, Theorem 2.1], 1=0,
for all  # H 20(0, l). Let u # Y0 . Then
|
x
0
|
’
0
u(!) d! d’ # H 20(0, l ).
We therefore have
\0u+=\
&#121(x0 
’
0 u(!) d! d’)
(x0 
’
0 u(!) d! d’)" + # M0 .
Thus, from (2.11), we have that
u= :

n=k+1
(u, n)n , :

n=k+1
|(u, n)|2=&u&2, \u # Y0 , (2.18)
and that
0= :

n=k+1
(u, n) #12gn=\u, :

n=k+1
#12gn n+ , \u # Y0 . (2.19)
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It follows from (2.19) that
\u, :

n=k+1
gnn+=0, \u # Y0 , (2.20)
since
:

n=k+1
#12gn n=#12 :

n=k+1
#12gn n # R(#).
Equation (2.20) yields (ii).
(iii) Set
h1(x)=
4
l
&
6
l 2
x, h2(x)=
12
l 3
x&
6
l 2
, 0<x<l.
It is easily checked that, for any u # L2(0, l ), u&(u, 1)h1&(xu, 1)h2 # Y0 .
From (2.18), we have
u=(u, 1)h1+(xu, 1)h2+ :

n=k+1
(u&(u, 1)h1&(xu, 1)h2 , n)n
=(u, 1) \h1& :

n=k+1
(h1 , n)n++(xu, 1) \h2& :

n=k+1
(h2 , n)n)+
+ :

n=k+1
(u, n)n , \u # L2(0, l ). (2.21)
Set
ei= :

n=k+1
(hi , n)n , i=1, 2.
Then, from (2.18), we have
(ei , )= :

n=k+1
(h i , n)(n , )=\hi , :

n=k+1
(, n)n+
=(hi , )=0, \ # Y0 , i=1, 2.
Thus the ei are also first order polynomials for i=1, 2. Taking Si=hi&ei ,
i=1, 2, in (2.21), we obtain (iii). K
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Lemma 2.2. Let |n , an , and bn be given in (2.10). Then
:

n=k+1
|an |2
|2n
e2|nl<+, (2.22)
and
:

n=k+1
|bn |2
|2n
<+.
Proof. For any [:n] # l 2, n=k+1 (:n |n ) .n # D(A
14) & R(A). By (2.12),
we have
:

n=k+1
:n
.$n( } )
|n
# L2(0, l ), \[:n] # l 2.
Thus
:

n=k+1
|an | }|
l
0
.$n(x)
|n
dx }<+, \[:n] # l2,
that is,
:

n=k+1 }|
l
0
.$n(x)
|n
dx }
2
<+. (2.24)
By a similar plan, from (2.13), we also have
:

n=k+1 }|
l
0
.n$$$(x)
|3n
dx }
2
<+. (2.25)
Thus we have, from (2.24) and (2.25),
16 :

n=k+1
|an |2
|2n
(e|nl&1)2
= :

n=k+1 }|
l
0 \.n(x)+
.$n(x)
|n
&n(x)+
.n$$$(x)
|3n + dx }
2
<+,
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and that
16 :

n=k+1
|bn |2
|2n
(1&e&|nl)2
= :

n=k+1 } |
l
0 _(.n(x)&n(x)&\
.$n(x)
|n
+
.n$$$(x)
|3n +& dx }
2
<+.
They yield our desired results. K
Lemma 2.3. Set
P1(x, y)= :

n=k+1
ane|nxn( y), 0<x<l, 0< y<l,
P2(x, y)= :

n=k+1
bne&|nxn( y), 0<x<l, 0< y<l.
Then Pi ( } , } ) are infinitely differentiable functions on (0, l )_(0, l ), for
i=1, 2, such that
|
l
0
|
l
0
(l&x) |P1(x, y)|2 dy dx<+ (2.26)
and such that
|
l
0
|
l
0
x |P2(x, y)| 2 dy dx<+, (2.27)
respectively.
Proof. Denote the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on [0, l]
with compact support by C0 (0, l ). For any 0<=<l, let .= # C

0 (0, l) be such
that .= 1, for all =xl&=. Since
$n( y)=&|n
.n$$$( y)
|3n
, "( y)=&|2n.n( y),
$$$( y)=&|3n
.$n( y)
|n
, (4)( y)=*nn( y),
for all nk+1, from Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we have
" 
i+j
x iy j
(.=P1)(x, } )"
2
 :

n=k+1
|an |2 |2 jn [(.=e
|nx) (i)]2.
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Thus it follows that
|
l
0
|
l
0 _
i+j
x iy j
(.= P1)(x, y)&
2
dy dx
 :

n=k+1
|an | 2 |2 jn ((.=e
|n x) (i), (.=e|nx) (i))
= :

n=k+1
(&1)i |an |2 |2jn (.=e
|nx, (.=e|nx) (2i))
=(&1) i :
2i
h=0
C h2i :

n=k+1
|an |2 |2j+hn (.=e
|nx, . (2i&h)= e
|n x)
=(&1) i :
2i
h=0
C h2i :

n=k+1
|an |2 |2j+hn (.=.
(2i&h)
= , e
2|nx)
= :
2i
h=0
(&1) i+2 j+h+2C h2i \12+
2j+h+2
_ :

n=k+1
a2n
|2n
((.= . (2i&h)= )
(2 j+h+2), e2|nx)
 :
2i
h=0
C h2i \12+
2 j+h+2
&(.=. (2i&h)= )
(2 j+h+2)& :

n=k+1
a2n
|2n
&e2|nx&
<+, i, j=0, 1, 2, 3, ...,
where the following equality is used
((.=. (2i&h)= )
(2 j+h+2), e2|nx)=(&1)2 j+h+2 (2|n)2 j+h+2 (.=. (2i&h)= , e
2|nx).
By the imbedding theorem of the Solobev space [10], we know that
.=(x) P1(x, y), \= # (0, l ),
are infinitely differentiable on (0, l )_(0, l ), i.e., P1( } , } ) is infinitely differen-
tiable on (0, l )_(0, l ). In addition, by inequality
|
l
0
(l&x) |P1(x, y)|2 dy :

n=k+1
a2n(l&x) e
2|nx
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and from Lemma 2.2, we have
|
l
0
|
l
0
(l&x) |P1(x, y)|2 dy dx :

n=k+1
a2n |
l
0
(l&x) e2|nx dx
=&
l
2
:

n=k+1
a2n
|n
+
1
4
:

n=k+1
a2n
|2n
(e2|nl&1)<+.
By a similar plan, we obtain the corresponding results for P2( } , } ). K
We are now in a position to state our proofs of Theorem 1.1 and
Theorem 2.2, respectively.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By [11, Theorem 2.2], we have
A12u=Q \#
121u
&u" + , u # D(A12), (2.28)
where the linear operator Q: C4_L2(0, l )  L2(0, l ) is defined by
Q \:u+= :

n=k+1
:n.n , \ \:u+= :

n=k+1
:n \#
12g
n + # M0 . (2.29)
Set
( f1 , f2 , f3 , f4)= :

n=k+1
gn
|2n
.n . (2.30)
By Lemma 2.1(i), fi # D(A12). Since (Lemma 2.1(ii))
( f "1 , f "2 , f "3 , f "4)= :

n=k+1
gn
|2n
."n=& :

n=k+1
gnn=6:0x+2:1 ,
where :0 , :1 are in C4, then fi are third order polynomials. It follows from
(2.30) that
F(x)=(A12f1 , A12f2 , A12f3 , A12f4)= :

n=k+1
gn .n . (2.31)
Let (:, u) # M0 . From (2.11), we have
\:u+= :

n=k+1
[(:, #12gn)++(u, n)] \#
12gn
n + . (2.32)
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It follows from (2.29) and (2.31) that
Q \:u+= :

n=k+1
(:, #12gn)+ .n+ :

n=k+1
((u, n).n
=(:, #12F(x))++ :

n=k+1
(u, n).n . (2.33)
Thus from Lemma 2.1(iii), Lemma 2.3, and (2.30)(2.32), we have
Q \:u+&u=(:, #12F(x))+&(u, 1) S1&(xu, 1)S2+ :

n=k+1
(u, n)(.n&n)
=(#12:, F(x))+&(u, 1)S1&(xu, 1)S2
+2 |
l
0
(P1(x, y)+P2(x, y)) u( y) dy, \(:, u){ # M0 , 0<x<l.
(2.34)
Set
P(x, y)=[S1+xS2&2P1(x, y)&2P2(x, y)], 0<x<l, 0< y<l.
From Lemma 2.3, P( } , } ) is infinitely differential on (0, l )_(0, l ). For
u # D(A12), setting :=#121u and replacing u by &u" in (2.34), we obtain
(1.9) from (2.28). In addition, inequalities (2.26) and (2.27) yield inequality
(1.10). K
Proof of Theorem 1.2. By [12, Theorem 3.3], the eigenfunctions of A
corresponding to *n are
.^n=n , \nk+1,
and [n] is an orthonormal set of L2(0, l ). From [12, Theorem 2.3], there
are linear operators Q and Q : L2(0, l )  L2(0, l ) such that
Qu= :

n=k+1
(u, n).n , \u # L2(0, l ), (2.35)
A12u=&Q(u"), u # D(A12), (2.36)
and such that
Q u= :

n=k+1
(u, .n)n , \u # L2(0, l ), (2.37)
A 12u=&Q (u"), \u # D(A 12), (2.38)
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respectively. From (1.14) and (2.36), we have
Qu=&|
l
0
P(x, y) u( y) dy+u, \u # L2(0, l ). (2.39)
By Theorem 2.1 and (2.38), we have
Q u=&|
l
0
P (x, y) u( y) dy+u, \u # L2(0, l ), (2.40)
since the A have SDE boundary conditions, where P ( } , } ) is infinitely
differentiable on (0, l )_(0, l ) such that (1.10) holds if P ( } , } ) is in place of
P( } , } ). In addition, form (2.35) and (2.37), we have
(Qu, v)= :

n=k+1
(u, n)(.n , v)=\u, :

n=k+1
(v, .n)n+
=(u, Q v), u, v # L2(0, l ). (2.41)
Taking into account (2.41), (2.39), and (2.40), we have
|
l
0
|
l
0
[P(x, y)&P ( y, x)] u( y) v(x) dy dx=0, \u, v # C 0 ((0, l).
It follows that
P (x, y)=P( y, x), 0<x<l, 0< y<l.
Applying Theorem 1.1 to A 12 yields (1.15) and (1.16) since #=0 in this
case.
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